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Sophie JEANGEORGES


29 rue du Vignoble
68720 Heidwiller
France

Phone: +33 (0)3 89 25 85 80 / +33 (0)6 78 88 95 09
Email/Messenger: s.jeangeorges@outlook.com


Translation and Language Services

English to French Translation
Post‑Editing of Machine Translation
Project Management
Proofreading Work


Education


2002 ‑ 2003		M.A. in Translation ‑ University of Salford (UK)
Technical, medical, and legal translation into English and French
Lexicography and Terminology
Information Technology and Professional Skills for translators
Business Interpreting (consecutive)

1999 ‑ 2002		Bachelor in Foreign Languages (English/Spanish) and Social Sciences
			Université de Grenoble (France) / Manchester Metropolitan University (UK)


Professional Experience


Dec 2005 to present	Freelance translator (English to French)
Quick quotes
	Quality professional translations into French
(sample translations available on request)
	Self‑proofreading of all translations
	Compliance with set deadlines
	Checking of website translations once they are online
	Source texts, translations, and reference documents are kept strictly confidential

Oct 2004 ‑ June 2005	Project manager ‑ MAPI Research Institute, Lyon (France)
Linguistic validation of translations (quality of life questionnaires and documents for clinical trials)
	Management of an international team of consultants
	Contact with clients and writers

April 2004 ‑ Sept. 2004	Translator and French tutor ‑ Birdwell Institute, Lyon (France)
English and Spanish to French translation of IT, technical and commercial documents
(frequent use of Trados)
	Proofreading work
	French tutoring for English‑speaking expatriates

Oct 2003 ‑ March 2004	Translation and project management work placement – Birdwell Institute, Lyon (France)


Software Owned and Used


Microsoft Office 2010: Excel, PowerPoint, and Word
SDL Trados 2007 Freelance: Trados 8.3.0 (build 863), and SDLX 2007 SP3 (build 7080)
SDL Trados Studio 2014

SDL Certification: SDL Trados Studio 2011 for Translators - Getting Started (August 2012)
http://www.sdl.com/certified/11640

Operating system: Windows 7


Areas of expertise and recent project history


Corporate / public communication: automotive documents (advertising campaign for a car manufacturer, maintenance and repair manuals for tractor dealers), case studies, contracts, human resources (cover letters, CVs, job profiles, recruitment guidelines), management (capacity building, objectives, performance management plans, individual reviews), marketing (games, health and beauty, sportswear), newsletters, PowerPoint presentations, Powers of Attorney, tourism (brochures on Scotland and South Africa, luxury hotels and resorts), training documents, websites (European mobility programmes, language schools).

International development: children’s rights, development banks, disability and development (cluster munitions, daily summaries for the UN Convention on the Human Rights of People with Disabilities, national programmes, rehabilitation, sponsorship letters), human development, humanitarian action plans, population, sexual and reproductive health.

Medical instrumentation / pharmacology: documents for clinical trials (informed consent forms, methodology, quality of life questionnaires), information leaflets (asthma, contraception, home treatment), medical instrumentation (electrocardiography, oncology, ophthalmology), press releases for the pharmaceutical industry.


References


Giuliano Bellezza, Director of the Home of Geography
“Mrs Jeangeorges is a pleasure to work with. Communications with her are courteous and friendly and her work is accurate and fast. The original texts are not always written in mother‑tongue English, but she nevertheless produces natural, flowing French. Mrs Jeangeorges is to be praised for giving up her time to help us free of charge. We would be delighted to work with her again in the future”.

Jean-Baptiste Richardier, Executive Director of Handicap International
“I would like to personally thank you for your ‘express’ translation of our Fatal Footprint report on cluster bombs. Given the technical nature of the document and the very short deadline, your contribution was even more valued by all those who are working for a cluster munitions ban […]. Thanks to your very important contribution, Handicap International is recognized as one of the leading NGOs in the campaign for a law banning these munitions. So, many thanks once again for your excellent work!”

